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ENVISIONED FUTURE OF CURATED MODEL COLLECTIONS
(Some) models are valuable IP
Valuable models are purposefully accepted into a curated model collection
Model curator role/function governs the collection
Models in a collection are discoverable by model consumers
Technology can enable discovery and curating model information for the model consumer
Collections will be valuable only if models exhibit integrity and are perceived as credible
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Model Curation [5]

Curation practices promote formalism and provide
for governance of models (and digital artifacts)

….the lifecycle management, control, preservation and active
enhancement of models and associated information to
ensure value for current and future use, as well as
repurposing beyond initial purpose and context
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The decision to place a model under enterpriselevel curation will be driven by myriad factors.

• Level of importance of the model to a
major program
• Level of importance to the strategic
business strategy
• Control and protection of enterprise IP
• Retention of model as objective evidence
• Controlled multi-program access and/or
multi-enterprise access
• Enabling knowledge sharing and training
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An enterprise model collection could include models for programs under development, models used
by active programs in operations phase, models archived for historical or objective evidence purposes,
reference models, surrogate models, demonstration models, and others

• Once an initial decision is made to place a model under curation, the enterprise will need to use specific
criteria to assess its readiness and acceptability for the model collection.
―Initial set of criteria developed as part of SERC research on Model Curation Innovation &
Implementation [5]
―In SERC research Transforming Systems Engineering through Model-Centric Engineering, the criteria
were applied to the Skyzer Surrogate Project System Model in a scenario, as illustrative case of
determining its readiness for a hypothetical enterprise-level model collection [6]

Investment in a model collection is worthwhile only if …
(1) benefits of maintaining it outweigh costs and
(2) models are perceived as having integrity and credibility
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Initial Research Findings

Criteria for Placing Models Under Curation [5]
1. Relevance to Enterprise and/or Program Mission
2. Completeness of Metadata, Data, Documentation
3. Completeness of Model Pedigree
4. Potential for Redistribution, Reuse and/or Re-Purposing
e.g., Are there IP issues, data rights issues, human subject issues or
restrictions that are not addressable?

5. Uniqueness of Model/Non-Replicability
6. Economic Business Case
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Criteria for Placing Model Under Curation

Is the model relevant to specific current or future program mission and/or enterprise mission?
Does model (including metadata, data, representation, documentation) fall within model collection scope?
Are there legal requirements or guidelines related to placing model under curation?
Is there authoritative evidence of current value to engineering field?
Is there future value in having documented evidence of the model’s use/reuse?
Does model documentation span lifecycle phases during which the model was conceived, generated and used?
Is model information and metadata complete and accessible?
Is there sufficient documentation to support sharing, access and re-use of the model?
Is there sufficient data associated with the model to enable clear understanding and replication of results?
Does the model pedigree information indicate the originating individual/organization?
Are the assumptions and context information associated with the model documented and accessible?
Is the complete model pedigree current and fully accessible?
Is there sufficient pedigree information to enable a model consumer to judge its credibility?
Are there IP issues, data rights issues, human subject issues or restrictions that are not addressable?
Is there evidence of model reliability and usability?
Does the model have evidence of verification and validation?
Is the “model package” complete (model, data, metadata, documentation, digital artifacts, etc.)?
Is there sufficient information to judge integrity and credibility of the model package?
Does the model meet standards and other technical criteria to allow its easy redistribution?
Is the model the sole existing source of its content?
Can the model be easily replicated or recreated?
Is the cost of replicating the model financially viable?
Is there historic value and/or education value for future workforce?
Does benefit of placing model under curation exceed required cost?
Has total cost of retaining the model package over active lifespan been considered?
Has funding source for model retention and curation activities been agreed upon?
Have security and risk been considered in the economic case?
Has cost of archiving model after deaccession been considered?
November 18, 2020
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Illustrative (Hypothetical) Example: Readiness and Acceptability of Skyzer System Model for an Enterprise Model Collection [6]

For the purposes of providing an illustrative example, the criteria are applied to the Skyzer System Model in a scenario with
the following basic assumptions:
• DoD has established a DoD Exemplar Model Collection (DEMC) for use in defense-sponsored research projects and
education classes.
• The DEMC “model collection packages” are exemplars that are available to any authorized user for purposes of research
and education.
• The DEMC Chief Model Curation Officer (CMCO) is an appointed leader from an FFRDC, who carries out curation
governance and oversight.
• The CMCO chairs a DEMC Governing Board of appointed representatives qualified to make decisions about engineering
models.
• Periodically, the CMCO convenes the governing board to decide if models proposed for the DEMC should be accepted into
the collection.
• It is assumed that each DEMC collection object (complete “model collection package”) will “reside” in a centralized
repository (implementation of this is beyond the scope of this example).
For this scenario, the Skyzer System Model has been identified as a candidate for the DEMC, and the CMCO’s staff have
prepared the information for an evaluation against the formal DEMC decision criteria. The CMCO convenes the DEMC
Governing Board to review justification and make a decision on acceptance of the model into the model collection.
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Illustrative Example: Readiness and Acceptability of Skyzer
System Model for Enterprise Model Collection
SERC/NAVAIR Skyzer Surrogate Model [6]
Economic a.
Business
Case
b.

Does benefit of placing model under curation
exceed required cost?

Has total cost of retaining the model package
over active lifespan been considered?

c.

Has funding source for model retention and
curation activities been agreed upon?

d.

Have security and risk been considered in the
economic case?

e.

Has cost of archiving model after deaccession
been considered?
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The benefits of this model as an exemplar that can be shared across
defense systems community far exceed cost of placing under
enterprise-level curation.
Once Skyzer Surrogate Pilot effort completes, the cost of retaining it for
active use in research and education are expected to be minimal, as the
model would remain unchanged except for period updates on its use.
DoD has arranged funding for DEMC operations and infrastructure.
SERC has agreed to provide resources for transitioning the appropriate
models/model information to the DEMC, if the model is accepted for
the collection.
As this is a surrogate pilot project, model is not being used in an actual
program; security is not considered to be an issue. Documentation has
clearly expressed disclaimers and limitations, which minimizes risk in
use.
Deaccession of the model is not likely for some time. DE transformation
is expected to continue over a long period so the model will remain
useful for historical and educational purposes. Cost of archiving is
expected to be low. If there is a need to remove from DEMC, it is likely
an FFRDC or professional society could retain the archived model.
November 18, 2020
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… motivated by the belief that foundational ideas and approaches for model credibility are worth
re-examining respective to a model curation context [1]

Model credibility is a construct that underpins facets of model curation:
• curation practice
• requisite leadership
• supporting infrastructure
• curating for model consumer needs
• innovations to enhance model discovery
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Kahne (1976) proposed a new approach for examining
model credibility for large-scale systems
• Asserts model credibility is separated into
two distinct, if not independent, issues:
validity and value (verification is assumed)
―…to be a bit more specific, we are contrasting
verisimilitude (having the appearance of truth) with
worth (value)

• Credibility of a model will depend, among other
things, upon the quality of the match between
model and model user

A novelty of his approach
is to take viewpoint of
buyer/seller, with a
subjective approach to
credibility-type questions
(credibility is defined as
capable of being believed)

―model reflects the biases and outlook of the modeler

Kahne, S. (1976). Model Credibility for Large-Scale Systems. IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics. Aug. 587- 590
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Gass & Joel (1981)
• Model confidence not an attribute of a model, but of
the model user
• Seven confidence criteria proposed are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

model definition
model structure
model data
computer model verification
model validation
model usability
model demographics (later called model pedigree)

Gass (1993) states that critical to
use of a model is “the credibility or
confidence that the decision
maker has in the model and its
ability to produce information
that would be of value to the
decision makers”

Pedigree has information not always included in
engineering model documentation and
metadata: model origin, originators and
developers, development process used,
assumptions and limitations, related expert
knowledge, investment in model, etc.

Gass, S.I. & Joel, L. (1981). Concepts of Model Confidence. Computers and Operations Research. 8(4), 341-346.
Gass, S. (1993). Model accreditation: A rationale and process for determining a numerical rating. European Journal
of Operational Research, 66(2), 250-258.
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•

Original paper: Osman Balci. 1986. Credibility assessment of simulation results. In
Proceedings of the 18th conference on Winter simulation (WSC '86). Association for
Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 38–44.

•

Modified paper: Balci, O. (1990). Guidelines for successful simulation studies.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
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NASA

defines credibility as the quality to elicit belief or trust in M&S results
Steele (2008) reveals the insights and
thinking behind the NASA’s standard for
models and simulations (M&S)….
― Eight relevant factors of credibility were
identified during the development of the
standard
Steele, M. J. (2008, June). Dimensions of credibility in models and simulations.
Proceedings of the 2008 Summer Computer Simulation Conference (57).
Society for Modeling & Simulation International

• Evolution of the NASA standard
surfaced various dimensions of
credibility, and more recently an
assessment approach
State of the practice on model credibility assessment in the
systems field has emerged as part of the NASA efforts over
more than a decade.
A method for M&S credibility assessment is described in
Appendix E of the 2016 update of NASA Standard for
Models and Simulations (2016)
SSRR 2020

De Vin’s paper “uses the NASA CAS model for credibility assessment of simulations to
arrive at a schematic representation of how overall credibility as composed of aspect
related to the model, the data, and the model’s use”.

De Vin, L. (2015). Simulation, Models, and Results: Reflections on their Nature and Credibility. Proceedings of FAIM 2015.
(pp. 148-155)
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Early 2000’s – Website Credibility Studies (Fogg et al.)
• Fogg et al. (2001) state “simply put, credibility can be
defined as believability” and is a perception based on two
factors: trustworthiness + expertise
• Several findings insightful for model curation:
―Web credibility found to increase when users perceive a real world
organization and real people behind a website
―Small errors had a large negative impact on credibility
―Users view websites as less credible if they experience technical
problems (e.g. delays in information download)

An early study (Fogg, et al., 2000)
aimed to assess a broad range of
elements that impact varying aesthetic,
context, and technical factors on
credibility of websites
Websites at the time of the studies were
dense and content-rich static information
(contrasted with today’s highly visual, more
interactive experience)
As such, this is an informative body of work
for digital engineering in that the websites in
the early website credibility studies are more
akin to digital artifacts

Fogg, B.J., Marshall, J., Laraki, O., Osipovich, A., Varma, C., Fang, N., Paul, J., Rangnekar, A., Shon, J., Swani, P. and Treinen, M., (2001). What makes Web sites credible?:
a report on a large quantitative study. In Proceedings of the SIGCHI conference on Human factors in computing systems (pp. 61-68). ACM.
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Findings Based on Primary Data
Flanagan (2012)

German & Rhodes (2017)

Case Studies and Experiment

Interview-based Empirical Study

• Uses case studies and a web-based
experiment to investigate key challenges to
model-based design: distinguishing model
confidence from model validation
• One of the hypotheses validated in the
experiment, a more trustworthy model
author and transparent governing equations
will improve model perception

Voice of systems engineering experts:
• Model credibility was confirmed to be a
perceived quality
• Positively impacted by tailorable
transparency and “model pedigree”
• Model consumers must have available
model transparency when determining if a
model should be trusted
• Consistent with Flanagan’s findings
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Precursors to Authoritative Source of Truth (proposed) ……
(1) Model credibility is an attribute of the model consumer, not

the model itself.

a. Perceived credibility of a model is influenced by the expertise of the model consumer.
b. Model credibility is influenced by a model consumer’s trust in the expertise of the model originator.
c. Perceived credibility of model is influenced by model consumer’s individual propensity for model trust.
d. Acceptance of a model for (re)use is influenced by the complex interrelationship of credibility of model,
credibility of data, and credibility of model use.
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Precursors to Authoritative Source of Truth (proposed) ……

(2) Perceived model credibility shifts with the model
consumer’s experienced context.
a. Credibility of models in a collection is influenced by a model consumer’s trust in the enabling
infrastructure used for that collection.
b. Credibility of the model is influenced by a model consumer’s perception of expertise of the governance
authority that accepted the model into the collection.
c. Acceptance of a model for (re)use is influenced by a model consumer’s belief that the model has the
ability to produce information of current value to them.
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Precursors to Authoritative Source of Truth (proposed) ……

(3) Perception of credibility can change over time through the model
consumer’s interactions.
a. Model credibility is positively influenced by effective communication between modeler and model consumer,
both active and passive.
b. Model credibility is influenced by a model consumer’s trust in the expertise of the model originator, as well as
modelers who subsequently enhance and maintain the model over time.
c. Credibility of a model is influenced by transparency into the cumulative assessment of interim activities during
its development lifecycle.
d. Model credibility is influenced by a model consumer’s capacity for transparency into the validation activities
throughout its development and enhancement.
e. A model consumer’s experience with ease of discovering and retrieving models from a repository influences
perceived credibility of the model.
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Model Curation – Innovation

Opportunity to learn from many ongoing initiatives … Curation of BioModels, Display of Model
Information, Augmented Model Discovery, Interactive Visualization
Leveraging new sciences/technologies: data science, visual
analytics, machine learning, NLP, UX design, augmented
intelligence, lightweight formal methods…

examples
• machine-learning assisted triage method
to replace manual curation of biomedical
knowledge, presently done by humans querying and reading
articles (Lee et al., 2018)
• visualizations created from data, used in telling story of a
library collection (Wissel &DeLuca, 2018)
• use of interactive visualization to provide curators with a
means to analyze large-scale digital collections (Xu et al. 2014)
SSRR 2020
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Exploratory Efforts at Army CCDC – Armaments Center

Jauregul, C. & Bone, M. A. (2020). Plan for Model Curation at the US Army Armaments Center,
18th Conf on Systems Engineering Research.
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Future Research [6]
• Model curation interview-based study
• Interrelationship of model credibility and
data credibility

“digital demonstrator”

• Valuation of enterprise-level models/model
collections
• Accreditation and model collections
• Curating for model consumers
• Digital demonstrators
• …many more
SSRR 2020
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